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Action Items Generated During This Call  
 

ACTION ITEMS  RESPONSIBLE 

PARTY  
DUE DATE 

Action Item 1: NTAA Program Coordinator will 

look for Region 8’s priorities for STAR 
 
  

NTAA Program 

Coordinator 
7/11/22 

Action Item 2: NTAA Staff will include EC 

members in the meeting notes folder on teams for 

review and approval. 
  

NTAA Staff 7/11/22 

Action Item 3: NTAA Staff will send an invite to 

EC members that want a tutorial of the Microsoft 

Teams platform. 
  

NTAA Staff 7/11/22 

Action Item 4: NTAA Project Director will send 

out an email to EC members regarding their 

reimbursement for the NTFAQ. Deadline of 

6/20/2022 COB. 

NTAA Project 

Director 
8/8/22 

Action Item 5: NTAA Project Director will send 

the EC the talking points for the OAQPS meeting 

on June 23rd. 

NTAA Project 

Director 
6/20/22 

Action Item 6: NTAA Project Director will send 

an email to Brett Sands and Crystal Stone 

regarding the denial of their associate member 

application. 

NTAA Project 

Director 
7/11/22 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

NTAA EC Standing Monthly Call 
Monday, June 13th, 2022  

10 am AK / 2 pm ET   
NTAA EC Caucus, NTAA Staff and invited guests only 

Approximately 2 hours 

 
Section I. Discussions/Updates with Invited Guests: 

  

1. STAR Update – Laura McKelvey 

 

Accomplished so far, restructured it as discussed before. Mariah and Andy will be 

doing some formatting. Hopefully the EC will start looking at it. Based on the last 

discussion, instead of having different appendices, we have some appendices with 

tables, but we have topic chapters that are separate for each area. A lot of 

submittals that people sent were worked into recommendations. Also, in the topic 

chapters. Have used everyone’s submissions in some place in the report, look 

through make sure nothing is missing. One thing different, verbiage on national 

priorities has been put into a table. The table would be more of a visual but 

wanted EC to look at it, weigh it, and see if we can color coordinate. I want to 

make sure that it is captured correctly. Though it broke up the structure of the 

report to be made a little different. 1) make sure it is captured correctly and 2) can 

color coordinate. Need region 8’s priorities.  

  

Will ensure that each regions voice is represented and that and appendix is written 

for the regional priorities section. Will let EC do quality assurance on the STAR 

as soon as it is finished. The chart was established to cut down the overall length 

of the STAR. Will wait for more EC direction once finished.  

 

Action Item: look for Region 8’s priorities to include in the appendices.  

  

2. National Tribal Caucus Updates – Jason Walker, NTC Representative 

 

Jason Walker Unavailable.  

 

3. EPA Updates – Pat Childers, Senior Coordinator – Tribal Programs 

A. NTAA RFP Update 

 

NTAA is a competitive grant, the RFP that is drafted resembles the one from 

3 years ago. It’s going through the process, the grants process in the agency is 

difficult because the Administration has been throwing out a lot of 1- year 

money, some are competitive, some aren’t. Hoping it will be in place by Oct 



1st, you could get a no cost extension, webinar to talk through the application 

process. The slides are likely to look like the last RFA so that’s where we are 

on the RFA. 

 

B. NTAA close out of current grant 

 

The close out on the current grant, there seems to be quite a few grants that 

have a large portion of money due to covid still on them, NTAA is not one of 

them. No cost extension is feasible for the grant if we close out before the next 

one.  

 

C. Discussion of next bi-annual EC meeting – September 

 

Hoping to have before the end of the grant, you could push it back if you 

needed to. It is up to you and the EC how and where you want to do it with 

available funds. I know ITEP is celebrating its 30th, but it is up to you all to 

be done before the end of the grant. Can push it back to the no cost extension. 

You all can discuss this, let us not do it in DC, maybe Flagstaff. 

  

If you attended the J40 discussions at NTFAQ, it is an issue worthy of paying 

attention to. Dr. Kyle White did a great job at covering the theoretical EJ 40 

verse, federal versus tribal. It is an equity issue for tribes, that they are getting 

what they deserve. That was his message to the audience. One of the problems 

we have is figuring out the balancing tipping point for when tribes get 

involved in EJ issues and when not. One thing I am concerned about is that I 

never want to see you all lose out on potential funding because it is called 

“EJ”. Would rather it be called “justice issue” to make sure everyone in the 

gov knows about the responsibility for them to work with you all. Just be 

mindful of that. 

  

There are other programs under ARP and BIL, what we do not have is a whole 

bunch of project officers (PO’s). We have not gotten to that phase yet, been in 

review for these grant applications. Make sure that you are aware that is going 

on. When you look at all this new money, you do not have issue writing 

grants, but I am concerned that POs are limited in their ability to work with 

community groups and being new to the grant world. As we get grantees and 

move forward with getting our relationships right, it may be the same for the 

new community groups. Make sure we stay on top of our game and that 

annual 103/105 funding are taken care of first. I did see there are tribal 

positions open in R3, if you want to try and get some R3 tribal reps to become 

an EC member to fill out that data. Getting that R3 voice on the EC would be 

a good thing to happen and I will be glad to champion on your behalf. Each 

region does pick their own process, but it would be good to get a R3 tribe in 

that void when we have and will help us with quorum. 

 
Consultation - Had a conversation with OITA years ago, and who can attend 



consultation. EPA could only invite proper people, what was happening was 

tribes invited consultants and that is all right, but there was some difference 

between OITA and them. I had a consultation with a tribe and going through 

the names, we realized there was a person on the call who had not introduced 

themselves, but they were someone from an environmental group. No problem 

with that but that party needs to be invited by the tribe and we will be more 

cognizant about that. They had questions about tribal consultation and how 

that works, I do not feel comfortable to have that conversation with them, but 

you all can. It is an issue I want to make everyone aware of that consultation 

process. The Tribe has the final say on who attends a consultation.   

  

  

4. ITEP Updates – Mehrdad Khatibi, Interim Director (Unable to make the call) 

A. Update on NTAA Director Transition 

 

Have not received funding from EF yet but it is promising. Based on the 

feedback of having Carolyn Kelly come on and take over NTAA Project 

Director’s position. She will be coming on staff part time, July 11th. If the 

funding does come in, 50% of Andy’s time will be on NTAA and the other on 

Clean Transportation. Will be going to the EC and the MSWG to get feedback 

and that the plan is solid.  

 

B. Update on Contract Support for Administration 

 

Laura has an open account with ITEP, and she can work however many hours 

depending on her. Moving forward, if there are specific tasks with policies, 

we can talk and work on a set number of hours per week. She is available to 

us based on our needs, but she is limited on her time. She is working on the 

STAR now and in July when Carolyn comes in there may be some policy 

work coming in. If there are specific policy works, let us know. 

 

NTFAQ reimbursements have not come in yet. When this grant was written 

there was not a huge contractor component, make sure that before close out 

take this into consideration. Need to see if EC is willing to travel to Flagstaff 

for the September in-person meeting. Meeting will be held the same time as 

ITEP’s 30th anniversary. If NTAA grant is tapped out can look at AIQTP for 

another source of funding for travel costs.  

 

  

Section II. EC Caucus 

  

1. Open EC Caucus 

  

2. Invocation 

  

3. Roll Call of NTAA EC Members and Staff 



 

Andy, Mariah, Ryan, Teresa 

  

Brandy Toft, Billie Toledo, Caleb Minthorn, Janice Archuleta, Joseph Painter, Randall 

Ashley, Rosalie Kalistook, Scott Hansen, Craig Kreman, Marvin Cling, Lucas Bair, 

Syndi Smallwood, Tiffany Lozada, Maxine Paul, Steve Smith 

  

4. Approval of Meeting Agenda 

 

R10 Alternate puts forth a Motion to approve the agenda. Second by R1 Alternate. 

Call for the question, none. No abstentions, no dissension. Approval of the agenda 

passes.   

 

  

5. PAC Interview – Richard A. Du Bey, Attorney, Ogden Murphy Wallace P.L.L.C. 

(joining at 12:30 pacific) 

 

Interview conducted with EC members. Interview available on Teams.  

  

6. Approval of Minutes 

A. December 13, 2021 

B. January 10, 2022 

C. February 14, 2022 

D. February 28 – March 3, 2022, EPA Leadership Meeting 

E. March 14, 2022 

F. April 11, 2022 

G. May 16, 2022 

  

Meeting notes are stored in a team’s folder. Need to ensure that EC has fill access to the 

team’s folders. Some EC members were not able to view notes using the team’s link. 

Need to schedule a walk-through of the teams' website folder. Have a few weeks to 

review and approve whatever the EC decides. I discussed with Billie to have one 

document and the recordings available for EC to review and EC eyes only. EC members 

will have the minutes approved by the next July meeting. If there are any questions about 

the teams' folder let NTAA staff know, and we can have a meeting/tutorial about it.  

  

Action Item: invite the EC members to teams. And set up meetings to navigate teams 

with the EC members who need it.  

 

7. Approval of Associate/Principal Members Applications 

A. Staff Update on Pending Applications: Brett Sands and Crystal Stone 

 

No Updates 

 

B. Associate Members 

 



Received an email with a request from DR. DAS LTD., J.B. Dennison. Maggie Li 

also sent in an application; it came in May 17th. Was forward but not added to the 

agenda. It makes sense for her to be a member, and another is JB Dennison.  

   

Motion by R5 Primary to accept the Associate Application for Maggie Li that was 

sent in by; Second by R10 Primary. No abstentions, no dissension. Motion passes 

for Maggie Li as an Associate Member. 

  

Make sure the other application goes to EC with the next agenda. Some concerns 

involving industry representatives in NTAA membership. Red flags about DR 

DAS that is raising some flags for me. Just keep a query mind and ask if we want 

industry on our membership. Slippery slope of getting businesses as members. It 

is up to the EC to decide how they want to deal with that.  

 

Application regarding Brett Sand and Crystal Stone’s has a motion to be denied 

due to the lack of response for more information from Brett and Crystal.  

   

Motion by R7 Primary to deny Brett Sands and Crystal Stone’s applications as 

they are now, Second by AK Primary. Call for the question, none. No abstentions, 

no dissension. Motion carries.   

  

Action Item: Andy will send Brett and Crystal an email to let them know and will 

notify the officers. 

 

  

8. NTAA Budget Detail Presentation (last summary attached in last NTAA quarterly 

report) 

 

Had a meeting with Melinda Yaiva, and we are still waiting to get numbers in from 

NTFAQ and would like to table until next month. The delay is personal 

reimbursement, several folks need to send them in. Other things are the venue, still 

have to get that in. Contact Andy if you need the form to submit a reimbursement. 

You also do not have to send in a reimbursement request if your tribe paid for 

you. Usually a 30-day turnaround, but they have not sent out the checks. We may 

need to rearrange the budget, several variables at play. Hopefully, we will have it 

figured out by next month.   

 

Action Item: Send out an email to those asking if they will submit for reimbursement. 

The deadline is set for one week. 

 

Budget presentation is tabled until next month. 

 

9. Discussion on the next in-person meeting in September  

 



R9 Primary: need to decide on our next in person meeting is in September. 

Suggestion we have the meeting in Flagstaff. Mariah will send out a poll with a few 

locations Flagstaff being one of them.  

 

EC attends the ITEP 30th Anniversary and have the EC meeting there. We could 

invite virtually or in person to do our meetings with our partners in DC to that 

meeting. It should not be a problem at all. They can attend the ITEP meeting or 

virtually. September 12-15, 2022, coinciding with the 16th Biennial Conference at 

NAU. We have a session on tribal AQ, but we could have the opportunity to meet 

with TAMS leadership. We would start working on an agenda, and we can find 

money to cover travel. Hoping if you all plan an in person, we can stick to that. We 

would have a travel day on Monday and the other travel day will be on the 16th. Will 

discuss further next meeting.  

  

10. AK alternates to the EC  

  

9. NTAA Meetings and Engagement 

A. Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) Meeting with Officers June 10, 

2022 

 

Had a meeting with officers and council about env quality, just an update that 

was an initial meeting. Just to get CEQ to understand what NTAA is and what 

CEQ is, we can send these minutes out, so you all know what went on. Next 

meeting is for more folks to join. Do any other officers have any other 

comments? If not, we will move on. 

 

B. GAO/TAMS/NTAA Meeting June 14, 2022, at 3pm ET 

 

NTAA Project Director trying to make this. No further comments 

 

C. BNA Webinar June 15, 2022, at 1pm ET 

a. Flyer here 

 

Janice and Gillian will be on the webinar. And will provide the lessons 

learned. Can speak more offline. Meeting with Mom’s Clean Air Force 

went well. They will broadcast it on the 21st.  

 
D. OAQPS meeting June 23rd  

 

James is working on an agenda, and he talked with Tina and said there are 4 

things to talk about; consultation request, permitting resource needs, the PSD 

white paper, and updates to the tribal air calendar. Need to discuss the regulatory 

agenda. EC asked OAQPS to set up quarterly meetings and they designated 

Chuck Buckler to work with Andy. The meeting they decided would be two with 

Peter and two without. So, a staff to staff meeting and the next with leadership. 

https://secureservercdn.net/198.71.233.206/7vv.611.myftpupload.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/06/NTAA-BNA-Flyer-6.6.22-1.png?time=1654810153


They are trying to establish regular meetings with NTAA. Shared goals to be 

discussed here, not just meet to meet.  

 

Action Items: Andy will send him those points.  

 

E. NRAP Face-to-Face Washington, DC July 20, 2022 (Travel support) 

 

Janice is now the main primary for NRAP, and they are having their first face 

to face, it is a good thing for tribes to be there. I kept on to help her out and 

ween myself off. It is great that they see a different face. NTAA is a full 

member of the NRAP, and it is good to keep their tribes in focus. 

  

R8 Primary can go and represent NTAA. NTAA can cover the costs of the 

travel because it has in the past.  

  

R10 Alternate puts forth a Motion to approve travel for R8 Alternate to attend 

the NRAP in DC; Second by R7 Primary. Call for the question, none. No 

abstentions, no dissension. Motion carries.  

 

 

F. ALA Leadership Meeting, June 29 at 1pm ET 

 

Meeting would be with ALA leadership, their directors and board. They are 

starting to figure out they cannot just work with states, and they are unsure of 

how to work with tribes. So, it is an introductory meeting and what can we do 

together. Would have meeting after STAR is published. No objections of the 

agenda.  

 

a. Draft Agenda: 

1. Introductions and Quick Overview of Roles (10 min) 

2. Purpose of Meeting/History of Coordination to Date (5 min) 

a. Discuss our intention to find organizational cross over and discuss how the Lung 

Association and NTAA can align our air quality work (Andy and Diana) 

3. Each Team Shares Air Quality Priorities (30 min) 

a. NTAA shares air quality priorities (15 min) 

                                                    i.     Latest on State of Tribal Air Report 

                                                   ii.     Readout from NTAA First-Ever Baseline Needs Assessment 

Key Findings 

                                                  iii.     NTAA Priorities with EPA and Power Sectors 

b. Lung Association shares air quality priorities (15 min) 

                                                    i.     “State of the Air” Report 

                                                   ii.     Prescribed Fire Report  

                                                  iii.     Priorities for Administration 

1. Ozone 

2. PM 

3. Trucks 

https://secureservercdn.net/198.71.233.206/7vv.611.myftpupload.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/NTAA-Baseline-Needs-Assessment_Key-Findings_5.3.22.pdf
https://secureservercdn.net/198.71.233.206/7vv.611.myftpupload.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/NTAA-Baseline-Needs-Assessment_Key-Findings_5.3.22.pdf
https://www.lung.org/policy-advocacy/healthy-air-campaign/prescribed-fire-report


4. Cars 

5. Methane 

6. Air quality monitoring 

                                                 iv.     National Radon Action Plan   

4. Discussion about Possible Collaboration Opportunities (remainder of time) 

5. Next Steps 

  

F. NTAA Welcome Packets for New Members 

a. Teams Folder 

 

NTAA Project Director: we will work on setting up a meeting for those 

who need more help with Teams. 

  

10. PRK Projects 

A. Upcoming Rule List 

B. PRK Updates 

a. Ozone Transport Letter: Will be submitted June 21st  

b. GAP Guidance 

 

Need to get approval to get a draft letter out by Bill 

Droessler. Point of the letter was discussed during the Alaska work 

group call. Will not move forward if EC decides not to pursue but 

makes sense for Alaska.   

  

R10 Alternate puts forth a Motion to draft a GAP Guidance PRK; 

Second by R1 Alternate. Call for the question; none. No 

abstentions, no dissension. Motion passes.  

 

c. SEP letter to DOJ 

 

Teresa is working on this. It is a good opportunity to let tribes 

know about SEPs.  

 

R10 Alternate puts forth a Motion to do a PRK for the 

Supplemental Environmental Projects letter to DOJ. Second by R8 

Alternate. Call for the question; none. No abstentions, no 

dissension. Motion passes. 

 

C. PAC Member Updates 

 

Richard Du Vey is a new PAC member and Laura is still on. Andrea Gilatt 

will hopefully fill in and help us out. Unclear if we automatically seat her. I 

asked Bill Droessler if he wanted to do the GAP Guidance PRK, but he has 

not been working on it. I am asking if we should remove him as a PAC 

member. We still have Pilar Thomas, she reviews letters that are written, but 

she cannot draft them because she is so busy.  



  

Comments on GAP Guidance are due August 2nd. Will make sure that we 

move forward on that.  

  

11. NTAA Partnership Engagement Discussion 

A. Protocol for setting up meetings with organizations. 

 

We will send out a doodle poll so all EC members can set their times and not 

just have things put on their calendars at the last minute. 

 

B. Partnership meeting notes/summaries. 

 

Notes are only taken as needed, but we do not usually have them for all 

meetings.  

  

Syndi must leave the call but would like feedback on what the EC wants to do. 

Do you want to continue this call, or should we just go and stop for the day? 

We will just have to table the rest for later.  

  

R10 Alternate puts forth a Motion to close the meeting for today. Second by 

R1 Alternate. Call for question none. No abstentions. No dissension. Motion 

carries.  

  

End of Meeting.  

 

C. Update on Meeting with EV Noire June 6, 2022 

D. ALA Meeting Date June 29, 2022 

E. Proposed monthly NTAA “Resource Call” for NTAA EC and partners. 

  

12. Discussion of NTAA Ex Officio members (please review NTAA bylaws for 

discussion 

here: https://secureservercdn.net/198.71.233.206/7vv.611.myftpupload.com/wp-

content/uploads/2020/06/NTAA_bylaws_amended_approved_06.03.20.pdf) 

  

13. NTAA Staff Updates 

A. Staff Updates 

a. Teams File Sharing 

B. EC Feedback 

  

14. Work Group Updates 

A. IAQ 

B. Wood Smoke 

C. Mobile Sources 

D. NTAA Alaska Work Group 

E. Air Policy Call – Dates 

E.1. Calendar Invites for meetings 

https://secureservercdn.net/198.71.233.206/7vv.611.myftpupload.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/NTAA_bylaws_amended_approved_06.03.20.pdf
https://secureservercdn.net/198.71.233.206/7vv.611.myftpupload.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/NTAA_bylaws_amended_approved_06.03.20.pdf


                                    

15. Close EC Caucus 
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